Change Notification

Process Change Notification #: PCN-000189
Date Issued: Aug 28, 2013

Semtech Corporation is providing this Change Notification to our customers that the test location for the products below will be changing.

Products affected:

XE1202AI027TRLF
XE1203FI063TRLF
XE1203FI63TRX91
XE1205I074TRLF
XE8801AMI027LF
XE8805AMI028LF
SX1223I073TRT

UTAC Singapore has notified that they are transferring all Wafer Probe, Final Test and End-Of-Line operations from 2 Ang Mo Kio Street 63 Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 3, Singapore to 5 Serangoon North Ave 5, Singapore.

This is being done to consolidate all Assembly, Wafer Probe, Final Test and End-Of-Line operations in one location, with the following goals:

• Improve manufacturing and operational efficiencies
• Reduce cycle time on turnkey flows. No material transfer between sites
• Better rationalization of common assets
• Flexibility of manpower support to accommodate business needs

Semtech’s Change Evaluation Team has classified this change as major. There will be no change in any test hardware (ATE equipment, loadboards) or software (test programs).

The change will cause no change to form, fit, function, reliability or any datasheet specifications.

It is Semtech’s intention to implement this change for the products listed above and begin shipping this material after March 2014.

If you have any questions regarding our qualification requirements, do not hesitate to give me a call.
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